New On DVD & Blu-Ray
Jason Bourne Years after the events of The Bourne Ultimatum, former CIA assassin
Jason Bourne (Matt Damon) resurfaces just as his former employers are
implementing a new program aimed at hunting him down. Now fully recovered
from his amnesia, Bourne teams up with Nicky Parsons (Julia Stiles) to uncover the
truth behind his father's death, while simultaneously exacting revenge and
evading the government forces hot on his trail. Paul Greengrass returns to helm
this sequel, which co-stars Tommy Lee Jones, Alicia Vikander, Riz Ahmed, and
Vincent Cassel. Universal
The Secret Life of Pets Comedy superstars Louis C.K., Eric Stonestreet, and Kevin
Hart make their animated feature-film debut that finally answers the question:
what do your pets do when you're not home? When their owners leave for the
day, pets from the building gossip with their friends, satisfy their sweet tooths,
and throw outrageous parties. But when a pampered terrier (C.K.) and his unruly
new "roommate" from the pound (Stonestreet) get lost in the urban jungle of
New York City, they must put aside their differences to survive the epic journey
back home. Universal
Guilt Season One When a young woman is brutally murdered in her London flat,
the search for her killer leads to scandal and intrigue stretching all the way from
underground sex clubs to the highest levels of the Royal Family. Lionsgate
Hillary's America In Hillary's America, best-selling author and influential
filmmaker Dinesh D'Souza reveals the sordid truth about Hillary Clinton and the
secret history of the Democratic Party. This important and controversial film
releases at a critical time leading up to the 2016 Presidential campaign and
challenges the state of American politics. Lionsgate
Doctor Thorne When Doctor Thorne's penniless niece, Mary, is excluded from the
wedding preparations of her childhood playmate, she probes her uncle for the
truth of her birth. She is devastated to learn that she is the illegitimate child of his
late brother. It seems she has neither breeding nor fortune. This is a problem, as
Mary and the heir to the Greshamsbury Estate, Frank, have fallen in love. Frank is
under strict instructions from his over-bearing mother, Lady Arabella, to save his
family from financial ruin by marrying money. Frank's mother schemes to separate
the two lovebirds, encouraging her son to woo the wealthy American heiress, Miss
Dunstable. Meanwhile, Doctor Thorne acts as both physician and business advisor
to railway millionaire, Sir Roger Scatcherd, in whose hands the fate of
Greshamsbury lies and who is rapidly drinking himself into an early grave. Frank
finally plucks up the courage to propose to Mary and Doctor Thorne gives him his
blessing, but not before he has filled him in on the scandalous truth surrounding
her birth. Lady Arabella continues her persecution of Mary, and is furious when
Frank tells her he is set on marrying Doctor Thorne's penniless niece. Starz/Anchor
Bay
The Night Of In The Night Of, Pakistani-American college student Nasir "Naz"
Khan, who lives with his parents in Queens, NY, takes his father's taxi to go to a
party in Manhattan. But what starts as a perfect night for Naz becomes a
nightmare when he's arrested for murder. The series examines the police
investigation, the legal proceedings, the criminal justice system and Rikers Island,
where the accused await trial. Stars John Turturro and Riz Ahmed. HBO
The Wailing A rash of brutal murders sweeps a quiet rural village where a
mysterious stranger just appeared. When the investigating officer watches his
daughter fall under the same savage spell, he consults a shaman for answers
unknowingly escalating the situation into something far more dangerous. Well Go
The Sea of Trees A depressed American businessman (Matthew McConaughey)
makes a pilgrimage to Aokigahara, Japan's notorious "Sucide Forest," with
intentions to kill himself. But a chance encounter with a badly injured Japanese
man (Ken Watanabe) awakens the desire to live within both of them. As they
partner together to struggle their way out of the dense forest, they slowly open
up about the traumas that brought them there. Lionsgate
Superhero Origins: Batman Watch as mild-mannered Bruce Wayne (Lewis Wilson)
becomes Batman, the classic superhero who, with Robin (Douglas Croft), protects
Gotham City from the evil schemes of Dr. Tito Daka. Packed with adventures
involving a radium-powered death ray, a deadly alligator pit, electronic zombies,
and even the original Bat Cave, this serial is a must-own DVD for any fan of the
Caped Crusader!, Batman and Robin Join superheroes Batman (Robert Lowery)
and Robin (John Duncan) as they help Commissioner Gordon battle the Wizard, a
villainous madman who steals a top-secret remote device allowing him to control
all the moving vehicles in Gotham. Between The Wizard trying to destroy them
and Bruce Wayne's love interest Vicky Vale (Jane Adams) working to uncover their
identities, The Dynamic Duo careen from one nail-biting cliffhanger to the next as
they set out to save Gotham and foil The Wizard's plan for world domination., The
Shadow With dynamited railroads, wrecked airplanes and blown-up industrial
plants, nothing is safe from the machinations of the secret mastermind of the
underworld known only as The Black Tiger. Enter the black garbed, masked figure
known as The Shadow, a mysterious force for law and order, who disguised as
Lamont Cranston sets his agents into action to combat this evil. But the police are
convinced that the Black Tiger and The Shadow are one and the same. With both
the hoodlums and the police gunning for The Shadow, Cranston is in for the fight
of his life. His beautiful assistant, Margo Lane is in constant peril as well. Right out
of the air waves and magazine stories comes the mysterious Shadow to do battle
with an enemy who can become invisible! Can he triumph over this unseen evil?
You will learn the answer at the end of Chapter fifteen! Based upon "The Shadow"
character appearing in pulp magazines and on the radio Mill Creek
Indignation Passions ignite and cultures clash in this provocative coming-of-age
story based on the best-selling novel by Philip Roth. After Marcus (Logan Lerman),
a brilliant working-class Jewish student from New Jersey, arrives at a small,
conservative college in Ohio, he becomes infatuated with a beautiful classmate,
Olivia (Sarah Gadon). Their mutual attraction sparks a torrid encounter with
consequences Marcus never imagined, putting his family's best-laid plans - and
his own beliefs - to the ultimate test. Lionsgate
Dead Rising: Endgame After narrowly escaping a zombie quarantine, Chase
(Jesse Metcalfe) cant shake the guilt of having left a trusted colleague behind.
Now, as he heads back into the quarantine to expose the architects of the
outbreak, he will uncover a secret more evil than he could have imagined. With
mass annihilation looming, Chasealong with a group of dubious alliesslices, hacks
and bludgeons his way through the zombie hordes that plague the abandoned
city. Our heroes will have to confront their most gruesome nightmares in order to
save millions of innocent lives, including their own. Also stars Dennis Haysbert,
Billy Zane, Marie Avgeropoulos (The 100) and Keegan Connor Tracy (Once Upon a
Time). Sony

